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is Handbook engages the reader in the major debates,
approaches, methodologies, and explanatory frames within
political anthropology. Examining the shi ing borders of a
moving eld of enquiry, it illustrates disciplinary paradigm
shi s, the role of humans in political structures,
ethnographies of the political, and global processes.
Re ecting the variety of directions that surround political
anthropology today, this volume will be essential reading to
understanding the interactions of humans within political
frames in a globalising world.
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‘ is wide-ranging collection challenges disciplinary boundaries to demonstrate the relevance of
political anthropology to both old and new audiences. It o ers refreshing takes on core
anthropological themes and links classical theory to the quintessential questions of political life
today in a compelling manner useful to diverse scholars, students, and practitioners.’
– Sara Shneiderman, University of British Columbia, Canada
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